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Markets Recap
Strong returns for US Stocks have been
overshadowed by the three foreign stock
categories, with Euro Stocks leading the way
YTD through September, while Commodities
continue to languish at -2.9% YTD.

tional level of consistency. The odds of
finding one fund with statistical
significance* is about 1 in 24,000. We found
nine!

Five of the nine funds are available to us at
TD Ameritrade Institutional. One of the five
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is the cash-equivalent fund mentioned
above (already on our buy list). We
rejected one of the remaining four
because most of its track record is that of
a limited partnership, an investment
vehicle with far less scrutiny and far
lower expenses. Our research relies on

Keeping More of What You Earn (Part 2)
There are 190 nationally focused (as
opposed to state focused) municipal
bond funds available for US investors.
Muni funds invest in fixed income
securities which pay interest exempt
from Federal income tax. Though Cape
Ann Capital routinely uses an ultra-short
muni fund as a cash substitute in taxable
accounts, this is our first scan of the full
universe of nationally focused muni
funds. These funds include a broad range
of risk profiles, compensating investors
for taking varying degrees of risk due to
factors like duration (sensitivity to
interest rates), or creditworthiness.

We applied Cape Ann Capital’s rigorous
proprietary research process to these
municipal funds. The good news is that
nine funds added value with an except-
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a database of monthly total returns which 
we license from Morningstar. If there is a 
track record that is a bit too good to be true, 
we will find it. We complained to 
Morningstar that limited partnership 
performance does not belong in a mutual 
fund database. Apparently they agree. 
Morningstar just announced they will 
henceforth not allow mutual funds to pad 
their track records in the Morningstar 
database. Only performance achieved as a 
40-Act Mutual Fund** will be allowed.

With the four remaining funds, we used our 
optimizer to create a muni portfolio from our 
muni buy list. The optimizer tells us how to 
blend the four funds to closely match the 
exposures of the Vanguard Tax-Exempt Bond 
Index Fund. Our objective is to outperform 
the index fund using highly skilled, active 
managers combined to deliver the same risk 
profile as the index fund. Figure 1 compares 
exposures. Figure 2 compares performance 
over the last five years.

If you would like to learn more about 
incorporating our new muni portfolio into 
your portfolio, please give us a call. Together, 
the tax advantages of the muni bond asset 
class, and the value added from Cape Ann 
Capital’s proprietary research process makes 
for a very powerful combination.

Figure 2: After-taxgrowthof$100fortaxablevs.muni bond index funds forfourtaxbrackets,2008-2017.

Figure 1: HistoricStyle Exposure,Muni Portfolioversus VanguardTax-ExemptBondIndex Fund (VTEBX).
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*The level of statistical significance used as the 
threshold here is three standard deviations. 
**A 40-Act Mutual Fund is as a pooled investment 
vehicle sold to institutional and retail investors as 
defined in the 1940 Investment Companies Act.
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